KNUT·KLEVE

AN API>ROACfI 1'0 T'HE LATIN PAp·YRI
FROM l-IERCULANEUM ~'~

Why are the Latin papyri so few?
The bulk of the 62 papyrus scrolls found in tile Papyrus Villa in
Herculaneum represents about 109t> .of the Greek ones. This percentage
corresponds. to the relation between Latin and Greek texts. from antiquity in general 1. The relatively few Latin papyri from Herculaneum,
then, do not. necessarily. indicate a lesser interest in Latin than in Greek
literature in the ·Villa.There may simply not have been so many Latin
papyri avails..bl_.

Earlier uJork and Gigante's theory

u,.

PT-fetc. 817

Nearly all the Latin papyri have been ht~' ~1',:,T danlaged,.by rnud and
water which washed out most of the text, and G.,' carbonization. The
difficult state of the papyri is the reason\vhy they havt-(~mained alnl0st
unknown to this day.
An exception is PHerc. 817 which is fairly well preserved ~ ·,cl contains. the so called Bellu1n ActiacU111, a hexameter poem which deals .
tIle Egyptian war of Octavianus .and the suicide of C:leopatra 2 • If Gl
.* This article is built upon a lecture given in Copenhagen at the 20th International
Congress of Papyrologists, August 1992. The text is not identicalwith the one which will
be published in the proceedings of the congress., The congress text had to be written on
diskette and so could not, anlong other things, contain drawings of th(~ scripts used in the
papyri.
.
1 This information has. kindly been given by n1Y colleague, ProfessorE . Kraggerud.
2 See C~. C;ARUTI (ed.), C. Rabirius, BellumActiacu.m, PHerc. 817, Bologna 1958;
RJ. BONAVOLONTA, «Per una nuova edizione del PFlerc. 817 », in Atti del XVII Congresso
Intemazionale di Papirologia, i'Japoli 1984, vol. 11, .583-90; E. K:RAGGERUD, «Some notes
on the so called Carnlen de Bello Actiaeo (Pap. Herc. 817)>>, in SO LXV, 79-92;G.ZECCl-UNI, 11 carmen de bello Actiaco, Stuttgart 1987.;~ with :KRAGGERUn'S ree. Gnomon (1991),
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gante's theory is right" that Varius and not Rabirius is the author 3 , the
poenl .must have been written between 31 and 14 .B.C. 4 This theory
agrees with the type of writing,whichm. ay be called a. Pre-Classical
C:apitaI script, a forerunner to the Classical Capital script wl'1ichappears
in the first century A.D. (see below).
1~he Oxford (0) and Naples disegni (r~)5 were drawn in the last
century frorn .30 of the 62 Latin papyri and were an important contribution for their time. On the basis of 20 ()xford disegni ljndsay
tnade ·.his survey of the Latin papyri in .1890 6 • I-le was able to show
that the papyri contained remains of hexarneter poems,speeciles, pa··
negyrics and dialogues 7.
It is" however, quite arbitrary what has been drawn and what
not. l'here is far more text preserved in the papyri than shown in the
disegni.·" The disegni are further made freehand and give no reliable pic-·
ture of the real handwriting. If wew·ant to cornpare the size of the
letters, the disegniare quite useless.

Use of photos and microscope
A new method for rnicro photographing and microscope drawing 8
has made it possible to decipher fragments from Lucretius and :Ennius 9. These rnethods are nO,\\T used on the Latin papyri at large.
168-9.. Further bibliography in M. GIGANTE (ed.), Catalogo dei Papiri Ercolanesi,. N apoH
1979, 188-9"
3 M.GIGANTE, «VirgiHo e isuoi anliei. traNapoli e Ercolano», in fl"ccadefnia Nazionale V'irgiliana di Scie11ze Lettere e Arti, Mantova 1991, 87-125.
4. SeeR. 1-1:AHN,«L.VadusRu£us», in RE,Zweite ReiheVIII, Band A, 410-3.
5 Nand 0 (in copies) are kept in the Officina dei Papid, Biblioteca Nazionale,
l\Japles. N can also be seen in I-Ier'culanensium Voluminum quae supersul1t. Colleetio
Altera, XI vols., :Napoli 1862-1876. 0 can be seen on lnicrofilln in M.ssrs. Kingsbury
and Notcutt. (45, St. Georges Place, Knightsbridge, London), Herculaneum Papyri
photographed for the Oxford Philological Society (without year), and partly in W. Scorf,
Fragntenta flerculanensia, Ox£. 1885.
6 W.M.. LINDSAY, «The Bodeleian facsitniles of Latin papyri :froln Iferculaneunl»,
in eR IV ·(1890), 441-5.
7 Hex.ameter poems: PHerc. 397,399,817, speech:PI-Ierc. 1484:, panegyrics: PI-fere.
215,394, dialogue: PI-1:erc. 413. On PI-Iere:. 1067 and 1475 (speeches) see below with
note 14.
8 K. !(LEVE et aI.,« Three technicalguldes to the papyri of :Herculaneum: hO'w to
unroll, how to rem.ove sovrapposti, ho\v to take pictures », in CEre XXI (1.991), 11124, esp. 117ff
9K. KLEVE, «Lucretius in I-Ierculaneum», in CEre XIX (1989),5-27; Id., «Ennius inI-Ierculaneuln», in CErcX:X: (1990), 5-16; Id., «Phoenix from the ashes: Lucre-
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About 10.000 n1icro photos have so far been taken. They cover
one half of the papyri. Care has been taken to spread the photos so that
they give an inlpression of the papyri as a whole. The goal is to have a
photo collection where every square millirnetre of the papyri is recorded.

Three l..Jatin scripts
There are three main types of .scripts. in the Latin papyri. They are
presented in Table I: Early Roman, Pre··Classical <:apital and Classical
Capital. rrhe terms l'1ave been borrowed fronl J. C). l ' jader 10 and give a
better instrU:Dlent for identification than the older lurnp designation of
capitalis rustic~1,. 'I'he letters presented have been drawn through a microscope frolTl photos,. all in tile samerneasure 11.
Early Rornan script is found in the Ennius and Lucretius papyri,
PI-fere:. 21 and. 1829-31. The Lucretius papyri presumably are from. the
middle of the first century B.C., the .Ennius papyrus (actually Annales,
book. 6 12 ) may be much older. N ate that the ]~ucretius·.letters are bigger
and take more space than tlle other types of letters. This. speaks for the
importance allotted to the. De. rerum natura in the Papyrus. Villa 13 •
Pre-Classical Capital script is found in the Bellum Actiacum,
IJ flerc.81 7, w·hicllprobablywas. written between 31 and 14 B. C. (see
above), early inlperial time. Classical Capital script is found in PHerc.
1475 which seems to be some public speech (otatio) 14. It is tile sarne

tius and Ennius in Herculaneum», in The Norwegian Institute at Atbens (1991), 57-64. et.
W. SUERBAUM, «ZUlU. TJnlfang der Rucher in del' archaischen lateinischen I)ichtung:
Naevius, Ennius, 'I..llkrez und Livius Andronicus auf Papyrus-Rollen», inZPE XCII
(1992), 153-73, esp. 163-7.
10 J. 0" T]ADER, «Skrift, skrivande och skrivkunnighet i det rOlnerska varldsriket »,
in Kungl. HU1nanistiske 1letenskaps-Samfundet i Uppsala, .Arsbok 1981-82, 83-127, esp"
110-.3 (its Italian equivalent is «Considerazioni e proposte sulla scrittura latina nell'eta
rOlnana », Palaec)grapbica diplomatica et arcbivistica, Studi Battelli I, Roma 1977, 31,·60).
11 K. KLEVE, CEre XXI (1991), 121-4 (op. ch. note 8).
12!(.KLEVE, CEre XX (1990),5-16 (op. cit. note 9).
13 K. Ki.EVE, CEre XIX (1989), 5 f. (op. cit. note 9). For the irnpact of this discovery on Lllcretian scholarship cL KLEVE, op" eit., 5, and on the question of the length
of a papyrus scroll cf.KLEVE, op. cit., 7, and SUERBAUM, ZPE XCII (1992), 163-4 (op.
cit. note 9).
14 R. SEIDER, Paliiographie der lateinisehenPapyri,Vol. 11, 1, Stuttgart: 1978, 35 f.
(with plates); F. COSTABILE, «Opere di oratoria politica e giudiziaria nella biblioteca dell~
Villaclei Papid: i PHerc. Latini 1067 e 1475», in Atti de1X"V'11 Congresso Internazionale dt
Papirologia, VoL II,1'~apoli 1984,591-606.
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Table I··· Latin scripts in I-Ierculaneunl
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EadyRornan
21 1829..31
(Enn.) (Lucr.)

Capital
Pre Classical Classical
817
1475
(Bell. Act..)
()rat.)

Early Rornan
21 1829..31

CEnn.) (Lucr.)

Capital
PreClassical Classical
817
1475
(Bell. Act.)

(Orat.)
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type of script which .we .can see in the Gallus papyrus fronl Egypt 15. The
script stems from the first.centuryA.D., later inlperial times, but, of
course, before 79A..D.
The three types of script. will be. used for a. relative dating of the
papyri in lIable 11: papyri with Early Roman script presurnably belong
to republican times, first century. B. C. or earlier, papyri with Pre-Classical Capital to early imperial times after 31 B.C. ,andpapyriwith. Classical <=apital to later imperial times, first century A.D., before 79 A.D .
1"1his dating cannot, of course., be watertight. Early Roman script may
still have been used parallel with the Capital in the first century A.D.,
as we: can observe in the I?ompeian graffiti,. and Capital script may have
been used in the first century B.C:., as we can observe in contemporary
inscriptions. 'But a.sa first a.nd rough. approach to. a dating of the papyri
our schell1e nlaydo.
TIle I~arly ]~olnan script in t'he papyri has llitIlerto remained more
or less undetected. The pllotographic rnaterial in the palaeograpllical
works of Seider (see note 14) and Nicolaj16 shows only tIle C:apital
scripts. ljndsay, however (see note 6), has been. aware that such a
«semicursive» script existed, and if we consult the disegni, we can also
see it.
The Early Rornan script is a rugged handwriting witl1 an affinity to
Pompeian graffiti. Some letters. are high and big, others lo\vand srnall,
some lean to the right, others to the left. This ruggedness disappears •in
the Capital scripts. The writingbecolIlesregular, slnoothand even.
Early Roman script also uses several of «our» lower. case letters: a, b, cl,
h (Luer.), p, q, r.Thewidespread theory, then, that the low case letters
developed. from the fifth century uncials and ninth .century Carolingian
minuscles ~an hardly be right. The «small» letters are already there in
our papyri from the first century B. C. and must afterwards have lived
tileir lives. alongside the capitals for centuries.
1 he forrns of the v are also characteristic: It starts with the rounded u in early ]~.onlan, which changes to the pointed v in the Capital
scripts.
1 he tw'C) C:apital scripts use only upper case letters (A, B,C, etc.).
The nl0st important <fifference. between thelIl is that tIle I>re-Classieal is a Sill1pleand elegant writing without adornment, whereas the Classical
1

...~ o.se,...,

1

~5 leD. ANDERSON et aI., .«Elegiacs by (;allu.s from Qasr Ibrim», in ]RS LXIX, 12555, esp. 135-7 with plates IV-VI.
16 C.P. NICOLAJ., «Osservazioni suI canone della capitale libraria romana fra I e III
secolo.», in Miscellanea inrnerfl. G. Cencetti, Torino 1973, 3-28, Tav. I·VI.
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'Table 11 - Latin scripts clusters in .I-Ierculaneurn

Early Roman
(1st cent. B.C.)

Pre Classical Capital
(after .31 B.C.)

21 hex
78
215
217

o

218
219
279

o

394 hex
395
396
397 hex

413
502

76
90 hex
1.53
372
399 hex

41.2
817 hex
1057
1472
1644

1774

Classical Capital
(1st cent.A.D.)

34.2
359

hex
hex
hex
Gr

1070
1254

513

11 papyri
.3 hex(ameters)

1475
1484

514

1 O(xforddisegno)

1535
1558
(1806)

766 Gr

876 hex
904
1208
12.57
1463
1491 Gr
1620

17 .papyri
.3 hex(am.eters)
1 Gr(eek words)
1 (outside the Papyrus Villa)

1624 hex
1665
1751
1763
1829

ed frolIl the simpler ones, and so that what w'e .have. called Pre-ClassicaI
C:apital, rnust be older than the Classical Capital..
In addition to tile letters all the script: .types use interpuncts (Il\J1')
between words, a Roman invention which is also found in inscriptions,
but not in the Greek papyri. Distinction signs (DIS) are placed at the
end of hexameters, accent signs (AC:C) to mark the ictus
and paragraph signs (PAR) under a line or verse on the left side of the colunln
to mark a pause. Only the paragraph occurs in the Greek papyri.
In .the Ennius papyrus (PHerc. 21). one also finds the coronis. sign
(COR) which marks the end of a book, a sign w{~ll known frorn the Gxeek papyri. It is further possible that there once occurs a deleatur-sign
(DEL): a t with a cross (x) over it 18. In t:hat case our habit of «crossing
out» a letter is very old. In t'he C~reek papyri letters are deleted by. putting a dot above thern or with a horizontal stroke.

1"

32
40

371
393
506
1059
1066
1067
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hex
hex
hex

hex
1830 hex
1831 hex
30 papyri
11 hex(ameters)
2 Gr(eek vlords)
10(xford disegno)

letters have been furnished\vith extra ·«heads», and «feet», whicl1 nJ.ake
t}lem sornewhat heavy (cf. the forms ofA.,E,F [no forrn of Classical
Capital G has so far appearedin the p]J.otos], 1~, I, M~, N, P,R, X). It is
not unreasonable to assume that. the more cornplex letters tLavedevelop-

What can we expect to find?

Wit}l. the script clusters shown. in table. 11 w~ have. tried to detertnine how tile th,reetypes of script are distributed over the papyri.
30 oft:he I-Iatin papyri are written in Early Roman script and so
probably belong to the first century B. C. 11 papyri are written in PreClassical Capital script and so probably belong to the last part. of the
first century B. C. (from 31 B. C.). 17 papyri are written in Classical
Capital script and so probably belong to the first century A.l). (until 79
A.D.)19.
'I'he distribution of the scripts indica~tes that the library in the I>apyrus Villa has been an active library, kept up to date to the bitter end.
T'he papyri with Early Roman script frorn republican tinles outnumber the papyri with Capital scripts fronl inlperial times: JOagainst
28. We thus have a fair chance of regaining some olclLatin literature.
At least 11 of the papyri with Early .]:{,OlTla:n script contain hex17 The extensive use of accents in the BellumActiacutn (PI-Ierc:. 817) poses a
problerrlas one should think that the Augustan Romans were so well versed in hexameter
scanning that they had no need of such extra help. The papyrus nlay be an edition for
beginners or for a public recitation where all precautions had to be taken.
18 An idea of Suerbaurn (op. cit. note 9, 167). 1 have thought that what SuerbauDl
means is a .cross, really is an e which has been forgotten and afterwards placed under the
«roof» of the t.
19 The lists in Table 11 contain only 58 papyri, four less than the 62 v.re started up
with. One of the papyri. is so darnaged that it· has been itnpossible to determine. the
script.. Three papyri have disappeared.
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arneters, as can . be seen from . the occurrence of. distinction signs. One
papyrus now only exists as an Oxford disegno. Lindsay (op. cit. note 6,
443) has shown that it is written in hexanleters. Four of them are Ennius (Pl-fere. 21) and:Lucretius (PHerc. 1829-31). Two of the papyri
also contain Greek script,possibly terlns or citations like thenl we know
frOlll Cicero.
Of. the papyri which.. are written in Pre-Classical script: fro:m early
i.mperial times, three. papyri. contain hexarTleters (one. of thenl is. Bellu1n
.Actiacum [Ill-fere.. 817]). Of the papyri which are written in. Classical
Capital script frorn late imperial times, tllree papyri containhexameters
and one Greek script.

An extra assistance
Decipherment is time consuITling: taking ph.otos, dra\ving. pictures,
reconstructing. letters, restoring texts. To make things easier-and quicker, conlputer program are being developed for producing word lists,
search for words, search for letter combinations,graphics for reconstructing letter. fragments, enhancement of photos 20. As soon as the progranls
becolnepracticable, tlley will be announced in the «Cronache Ercolanesi».
When Lindsay wrote his article more than hundred years ago, he
had not seen the papyri himself, but .knew only a limited arnount of the
disegni. All the sarne· he strongly reconlDlended a further. study .of the
l/atin papyri: «It would be a long and laborious business, but quite worth doing» (op. cit. note 6, 445).
Today, with better technique:, equip.mentand m.ethods, I. want to
lTlake Lindsay's. words lUy o\vn. It still isa .long and laborious. business,
but quite worth doing.

Algorithms for programs in. K. Kr.EVE et al., «Informatica papyrologica », in PaFlotentinaXIX,Firenze 1990, 77-100. CL alsoE.S. ()RE, «Pictures., computers
lnd storage space», in Humanistiske datal, University of Bergen 1991, 165-6;J. BATh1A,
4. base for CD-Ront, The language database, Software for Scholars, .« Silver .Mountain
;oftware »,Dallas 1990. A concordance program together with the Philodemus texts. is
)eing implemented byK.Q. Vo (1Jniversity of Gslo) in the computer system of the
)ipartunento di Filologia Classica,·· Universita. ell Napoli.
20

~)yrologica

